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Credit Card via BitGold!

(Introducing BitGold and News – by: BitGold.com)

You can find Goldmoney’s own Support Page with all the existing help at this link:
Goldmoney Support

Here we have a ground breaking new service provider named as BitGold. The creators of this
new service joined in to the ongoing revolution of internet finance and made it possible, to have
physical gold through an easily accessable internet platform and to make transfers, payments
on the internet in gold. Their mission statement says it all: „BitGold's mission is to provide
global access to gold for secure savings and transactions, making an extraordinary element
useful and empowering again.”
BitGold is simply combining the modern technology and the most reliable and oldest medium of
value creating the ultimate platform for transferring internationally and instantly the oldest form
of money with security, flexibility and rapidity. To be honest, we cannot think of any better
payment alternative, this service covers them all.

“We're advancing the digital payments revolution by helping people securely acquire, store, and
now spend gold with unprecedented simplicity. Accounts are free and can be opened in
minutes. We provide users with a secure vault account to purchase and hold gold, the ability to
make and receive instant gold payments, and a debit card for spending gold at traditional points
of sale.“
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(How To Video: Creating a BitGold Account – by: BitGold.com)

The account creation takes 3 easy steps, only the most basic and most neccesary details are
required. Once the account is created, actual GOLD could be purchased in minutes from
different Brinks vaults in different places of the world. And gold payments determined in fiat
currencies could be sent online simply by using the e-mail address of the payee. No
unnecessary verifications, questions, simple as it is.

The process is as simple as possible and the system is fine tuned to a state of the art condition.
Just a few facts to show how serious this is.
- You can own physical gold at within 1% of the official gold price
- Every gram of gold in your account is your property: fully reserved, allocated, and
redeemable
- You can purchase gold in cash via BitGold ATM, Bank Wire Transfer, All Major Credit and
Debit Cards, China UnionPay, INTERAC, and SEPA transfers
- You can redeem gold value back to your bank account, credit card, INTERAC, or SEPA at
within 1% of official gold price or have the actual gold shipped to you via courier
- Free storage at private vaults secured by Brinks in Dubai, Hong Kong, London, Singapore,
Toronto, and Zurich, among others
- 100% insurance coverage on your gold value the London market by The Brink's Company
- The system is covered with military grade encryption (RSA 4096 and AES256) to secure
your account and personal information
- Multi-Factor Authentication verifying identity via phone (sms), strong password, and One
Time Passwords
- Send or Receive Gold Payments for Free

We believe this service provider cannot be beaten, every end is covered in line with the highest
possible standards and solutions, making Credit Card payments possible within minutes. It is
highly recommended to check their service and register, also to redeem the free 0.025g GOLD
for using our referral link. :)
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